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IMAP closed 208 M&A deals in 2018 worth over $10bn
In 2018 IMAP closed 208 M&A deals worth more than $10.bn, up from
the 204 deals closed in 2017. Average disclosed deal value in 2018 was
$62.2 million. Consistent with IMAP’s track record, 29% of transactions
were cross-border, and a quarter involved Private Equity firms.

208 deals

Technology, Industrials and Healthcare were the most active sectors
within IMAP, accounting for more than 40% of total deal volume.
Acquisitions of technology related target or assets by companies in
non-tech sectors was a major trend in 2018. Technology and Healthcare
attracted the highest deal multiples, and both sectors are expected to
remain frontrunners in terms of valuations in 2019.

$10bn+

Deal activity in 2018 also reflects IMAP’s broad global presence. About
40% of IMAP deals involved a target company in Western Europe
and another 30% in North America. Significant deal activity was also
registered in Scandinavia as well as in Central and Eastern Europe. Deal
activity in Latin America was weak due to political transitions and market
uncertainty, although our partners are expecting a rebound in 2019.

$62.2m

average deal value
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cross-border

51 deals

PE Involvement

The IMAP team was further strengthened by the addition of three new
partner firms last year. At the beginning of 2018 our US partner Capstone
acquired Headwaters MB, making the combined Capstone Headwaters
one of the leading mid-market M&A investment banks in the US.
In late 2018 Degroof Petercam Investment Banking (DPIB) entered into
a strategic partnership with IMAP. Since January 2019 DPIB is IMAP’s
exclusive corporate finance partner for M&A activities in Belgium and
France, working closely with IMAP firms globally. IMAP also welcomed
Verdant Capital, based in South Africa, which brought the number of
IMAP offices in Africa to eight.
Looking ahead, IMAP is poised to continue providing superior advisory
expertise and global reach where opportunities surface. Jurgis Oniunas,
IMAP Chairman, said: “With a team almost 500 strong in 60 offices and
39 countries, we continue to fulfill our mission to find innovative solutions
and profitable opportunities for our clients, as the premier independent
middle market M&A partnership in the world.”

We continue to fulfill our mission to find innovative solutions and
profitable opportunities for our clients, as the premier independent
middle market M&A partnership in the world.
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Ranking based on number of transactions closed
between January and December 2018.
Undisclosed values and values up to $500 million.
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IMAP is a global merger and
acquisition advisory organization
with a presence in 39 countries.
IMAP closed over 2,100
transactions valued at $90bn in the
last 10 years and is consistently
ranked among the world’s top
M&A advisors for mid-market
transactions (Thomson Reuters).
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